
Member Excellence Awards descriptions:

Impact Award  Recognize the remarkable achievement of a new member.

The progress of Vistage’s newest members is awe-inspiring. From business growth to leadership 

development, dedicated new members reach significant heights within their first years, with lasting 

impact on their company, Vistage group and community.

For current CE or SB members with 1-3 years' tenure. 
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Leadership Award  Celebrate a member’s enduring excellence in leadership.

Day in, day out — this trailblazing leader makes a discernible difference in their company, their Vistage 

group and their community. This member has implemented significant change in their business, and 

realizes the work they do now lays the groundwork for the future

For current CE or SB members with 3+ years' tenure.

Lifetime Achievement Award  Nominate a veteran member who has moved mountains.

A veteran Vistage member, this person sees no finish line in their pursuit of world-class. With a track 

record of bold decisions benefiting company, community and beyond, they are a beacon to fellow 

members even as they achieve personal greatness.

For current CE or SB members with 10+ years’ tenure.

Important Info

● Nominees must currently be a CE or SB member in good standing with Vistage.*

● Chairs and members may members nominate.

● Nominate as many as you’d like, but please do not submit duplicate nominations. 

● Winner selection is determined by a market’s Vistage Chair group (VCG).

● Prior years' winners may be nominated again, if nomination reflects a new accomplishment.

Legacy Award Applaud the successes of a member leaving behind a legacy.  

Whether selling their business, transitioning to the next generation of owners, executing an ESOP, or 

successfully navigating a merger or acquisition, Legacy leaders have reached a summit – leaving behind a 

positive, impactful, and memorable journey for future leaders to someday follow.

For CE or SB members that have completed their business exit within the past two years: 

selling a business, merging/getting acquired, completing an ESOP, etc.

*Legacy Award nominees do not need to be current members.


